
Hydrotex® Fuel Improver Quick Reference Guide

Applications Product SKU Description Treat Rate

Diesel Fuel Improvers
Power Kleen

Diesel Fuel 
Improver

0021
Power Kleen is a multi-functional diesel fuel improver specially formulated to protect, 
clean and lubricate fuel system components while improving fuel economy and 
reducing emissions. Boosts cetane up to 8 numbers.

Rapid Clean-Up/Generators 1:500

Clean-Up 1:1000

Keep Clean 1:2000

Power Kleen 
Supreme

Diesel Fuel Improver
0246

A concentrated version of Power Kleen designed for convenient treatment of 7,500 
gallon tanker truck deliveries. Formulated to protect, clean and lubricate fuel system 
components while improving fuel economy and reducing emissions. Boosts cetane up 
to 8 numbers. 

Rapid Clean-Up 1:750

Clean-Up 1:1500

Keep Clean 1:3000

Power Kleen Arctic
Cold Weather Diesel 

Fuel Improver
0024

Power Kleen Arctic o� ers the additional bene� t of cold � ow improvers and de-icers 
while still providing fuel cleanliness and lubricity for improved fuel economy and 
reduced emissions. Boosts cetane up to 6 numbers, and treats all diesel fuels and bio-
diesel blends to temperatures as low as -40°F*.   

Rapid Clean-Up/Generators/Arctic Cold 1:500

Clean-Up/Extreme Cold 1:1000

Keep Clean 1:2000

Power-Flo
Concentrated Diesel 

Fuel Winter Treatment
0241

Power-Flo is a concentrated anti-gel and de-icer that keeps fuel � owing in low 
temperatures. Power-Flo enhances fuel lubricity, and treats all diesel fuels and bio-
diesel blends to temperatures as low as -40°F*.

Temperatures below -30°F* 1:750

Temperatures below -15°F* 1:1500

Temperatures below 32°F* 1:3000

Hydro-Sorb II
Fuel Tank 

Water Remover
0244

Hydro-Sorb II is a powerful co-solvent that disperses moisture on the molecular level, 
keeping it safely held in solution with fuel until it can be sent out the exhaust pipe. 
Hydro-Sorb II protects against corrosion, and prevents fuel line freezing and � lter icing. 

Bulk Tank 1:1000

Vehicle Tank 1:500

Lubricity Plus
Diesel Fuel 

Lubricity Improver
0248

Lubricity Plus is a concentrated diesel fuel additive designed to improve the lubricity 
of bulk fuel. Reduces wear scar by as much as 120 microns and lowers coe�  cient of 
friction by as much as 50%.

Tanker Trucks & Bulk Fuel
Consult with 
Technical 
Response Team

Essentialube
Engine Treatment 

& Flush
0001

Essentialube lubricates as it cleans, reducing fuel system and engine wear while safely 
dissolving deposits. Essentialube restores engine power and performance, reduces 
smoking and oil consumption, stabilizes fuel and oil, and disperses moisture to 
prevent corrosion.

Fuel System Clean-Up 1 ounce Essentialube 
per gallon fuel

Fuel System Keep Clean 1 ounce Essentialube 
per 2 gallons fuel

*Temperatures are general guidelines only. Diesel fuel quality varies. Hydrotex recommends fuel sampling and analysis to determine ideal treat rates. 
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Applications Product SKU Description Treat Rate

Gasoline Fuel Improvers
Injector-Kleen

Gasoline Fuel 
System Maintainer

0008

Injector-Kleen is a powerful gasoline fuel system maintainer that removes combustion 
deposits, gums and varnishes to maintain optimum horsepower, emissions and fuel 
economy. It protects against rust and corrosion, mitigating the harmful e� ects of 
ethanol gasoline blends.

Clean-Up 1:250

Keep-Clean 1:2500

Injector-Kleen 3000
Total Gasoline Fuel 

System Cleaner
0088

Injector-Kleen 3000 is s powerful one-tank gasoline fuel system cleaner that restores 
lost power, improves emissions and increases fuel economy. Treats combustion related 
problems such as rough start or idle, poor acceleration, engine surging, mis� res, engine 
knock or ping, and low speed pre-ignition.

Rapid Clean-Up One 12 ounce bottle 
per 21 gallons fuel

Hydro-Sorb II
Fuel Tank 

Water Remover
0244

Hydro-Sorb II is a powerful co-solvent that disperses moisture on the molecular level, 
keeping it safely held in solution with fuel until it can be sent out the exhaust pipe. 
Hydro-Sorb II protects against corrosion, and prevents fuel line freezing and � lter icing. 

Bulk Tank 1:1000

Vehicle Tank 1:500

Essentialube 
Engine Treatment 

& Flush
0001

Essentialube lubricates as it cleans, reducing fuel system and engine wear while safely 
dissolving deposits. Essentialube restores engine power and performance, reduces 
smoking and oil consumption, stabilizes fuel and oil, and disperses moisture to 
prevent corrosion.

Fuel System Clean-Up 1 ounce Essentialube 
per gallon fuel

Fuel System Keep Clean 1 ounce Essentialube 
per 2 gallons fuel
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Application Legend

Bulk Tank Owners

Fuel Marketers

Retail Fuel Users

Generators

Low Temperature


